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Frosh Rushing
Meeting Slated
For Saturday
preliminary rushing smoker
1:'cslimen will be sponsored by.
t,tt Interfraternity Council on
.turciay. January 16. at 4 p.m.
the gymnasium. Activities
'ing the smoker are 1.110Vies
-ncerning fiaternities. and brief
iks by 11;1'. officers in regard
!inances social activities. and
..ncral philosophies regarding
c fraternal system.
‘ict .:1‘• Rushing Chairman.
orted to ffic 1.F.C. that freshmen
the smoker will be provided a
-neographe d sheet on which they
is indicate 'Itch fraternity prefer-
es. 1 his form, McCabe staled,
a be turnent in at the close of the
oker or the 6.1100.ing week at Dean
tart's MI it .
11pha (minutia Rho requested I.F.C.
•'renal to 11111..• freshmen Two-Year
snielcnts into their house
the sprine in 'r*icr to initiate them.
.c motion w as tabled for further
,reek Weet :mil initiation rights
granted to Sigina Phi I psi on
•mg the mid-wzmester break, and
rushing period of the previous
and foe this year were discussed
norther business of the Council.
I.F.C. •wated that fraternities will
• ,:hecked earatilly for rushing men
twin the required IS average.
1.2(11 Z 265
Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
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Student Experiences Yugoslav Life
ISy Mary Irving
Each :,ear hundreds of people pack their bags and go abroad
a part of the Experiment in International Living Program. Mary
Hall. a University junior. was fortunate enough to ha‘e this experi-
ence last summer, when she spent several weeks in Yugoslavia.
The Experixient is an exchange pro- taken part in this program during its
..•11 in which people over 16 years past 27 years of operation.
- cc%lett in foreign countries learn-
. ehout the p,ople there and how
• is r snaau Americans have
Nlarx lett Montreal. Canada. on
line 19 ahoard the I. I. friiMia. an
sIrdellr ship. and landed at
 
 ( mines. France. Mary and ten others
undcetoak the two week trip to Mao:-
dont,. tiaveling by train. bus and fool.
She lived for live ith Mr. and
Mrs hat kits a and their 22 year old
daughter it itirdia. who attended the
University at Skapie where she ina-
iored in English.
"'Hie MA thine I had to learn to
like was •ent, milk.7 Mary recalls.
She kirther explains Mat the pr.:6)ple
lie ice.. a great deal of mutton; eggs
ate a treat. She ,siten took time
ant tor a •'Sladolade Yugoslav
iee ,leam --or a -Ikehaben- which is
similar to small hambiurger made out
sit....:rtihrid mutton and garlic.
Maly was treated as a member ot
the family during her visit She helped
with the hatisework and in her spare
tune met and bxcame .1,4u:tinted with
Condja's friends. Shy had the op-
portonity to visit many nearby muse-
um)... turkish mosmues mid 14th cen-
tury monasteries.
I found the way of life very dif-
ferent than I had been used to," Mary
sass. Mr. llatl,ovie v as it farmer, and
the family lived on the outskirts of
the city of Skopie while their farm was
located about ten miles distant. The
farm consisted of about 3 acres of
land from which all the family prod-
ilee was supplied. Mr. thitkova sold
his vegetables in the outdoor market
in the city.
SOIIIC of the Clistorns of the country
could he observed at the llatkova
honied In front of the house was a
comfy and cove red by a huge network
of grapevines. 'the courtyard con-
tained pails of water. whieh had been
earried from a eentral well. and a tire.
built on the ground. on which Mrs.
ilatkosa did all the tamely cooking.
Outside of the door was a row of
shoes. as •hoes arc itwi.i s rerriti‘ed
before entering the house in Yugosla-
via.
1 he urine:1,14 is hich Gurdja at-
:ended was ran completely by the
state. I 'niversity trio nine there con-
skied of 4 years ot study and gradu-
ate work if eh:sited. students are
chosen to attend the n flitC r' ii accord-
I tnt,7. to their record :utter 12 years of
e paralarX :1/ii
'Situ Is with 1 ileosh.si families
for ahatit live meek, each it :he ten
student-, in the I vperiment took a
Yligrisla% friend and the gioop traV-
Clid aroond :he part of
eigewlav la svcuire nu.. points of
interest I hcs ven.ed Oli id. lovely
lake on the Albanian border which
i• faeoi lie siiiint„ .. n.1 ..ng plaec.
lies stay ed I diar,uok such
Is known as a -eoile.e.tee sUlaee.- .-All
the people in pe.`1C.1 her
looney and the whole iii tie used on
id I mi.: wee fold ‘001...'i• ot 1110,111.:
an 01.11:11:.1. I farmin2. a
a,:eammodations far
trav.eleis and a few shops.
1 he erot p next v i•uted lEsibrav nik.
Number 15
Senate Receives
Top Level Okay
For Three Bills
Ily- Ron Wiwi.)
Word from the top reached the ears ot the Student Senate last
week when President Lloyd H. Elliot.  :lad Ted Curtis. Faculty
Manager of Athletics. Adressed the grenio concerning legislation
previously passed by the Senate.
President Elliott expres,ed adminis- snider. ,mistaxec. would prose ini-
h-ative approval estneerninz the ( en- Reason, risen for
hal Guidance Center motion approved decisien i frequency of payments
earlier this year by the Senate. Elliott Flavin!. a 'Meet hearing on the running
•aiel that the Center eould provide expert- uu. a payroll department: 21
•tud..mts with a battery of aptitude freque 1,-. of pax ment proving imma-
tests super‘ised experienced per- terial i .u,we students who are the
sonnel that would aid students in most in most of their
choosing their courses of study and wages ;nets to University bills: 31
future professions. Elliott expressed the re, dieety few students who need
a hope that a guidance center be mone.• in emergencies sooner than
realized in the near future• the rn..,1 iii. as period and are now
Favor. 1.9. Motion speeial action taken
by thsd s moldy cr..
Seim oor   Power,. prommoml
that iii.• !ornate ins ite at least
-.I. r iii I ho
I ion too before the bowl, ono,
a smooth ...mei-ening their oloo,
pa...tient, and
el necting of the (Seneral
Snide it s,uuute will be held on Tues-
day. i•run,ry 2. at -:30 p.m. in th..!
Mingo,- Pa.. it of the Union
Curtis explained the Athletic Board's
dand on the I.D. card motion allow-
ing students to have their dad:s ad-
mitted free to games. Exeept for a few
eases Of misuse. Curtis said that the
card bill passed hy the Senate
Lot year worked well at th.: S ermont
eame in October. He said that the
Athletic Department holds a favor-
able at toward continuing this
practice in the future for opening
football games.
On other athletic protects, Curtis
told the Senate that its soccer ;-•
po•al has received favorable corns,
from the :Athletic Board whi.:11
piesently 'tidy ing possibilities of ob-
taining a field and coach for set..:h
team.
The Board ii ill --(11.11 
 u.
•.:1111. ttu,it Ole piddle will
not he alloued too at tend co•ria in
lchket I I gam, lirre tar
114•1•1111,,V Of   -pace. llow-
eser in a lllll to maintain in t yr-
4..1 in dor curia in I ails choih
I.a.l.,-iI,.iII.the tejiut will host
11.ildwiti-NNallare in the Bangor
%mai tiori is no on Dro o• 7.
19611.
reit ly l'a,ittent
I he 8erate ;earned Ma:
mince on ..Ndminis7ra:lon
Mat a hi-se lsasis idf ra.:1.,,:ra
Rea istration Seta poelitetion of "Ila.
let- in SerKr-( Itratian. the fl,ui Se
the fortress An aneient tower was 
he For Next Weeklanguage I play was pre.ented
used as the stage and the audiener
watched the pert iii from the
mins of the fortress.
I he. eroup visited a road camp.
is set up by the state and em-
ploys students. on a voliintary. basis,
during the stuntmen Students worked
on the roads 5-6 hams a day without
pay to ant in building tip their country.
Mary deseribes them as being -happy .
healthy. strong anst elevated to their
cause."
On tier sits back to Rae.. Mary
spent two day• in Belgrade. the capital
of Yugoslavia where she had interest-
ing conversations with several Com-
munist gotcrnmcal officials She
sailed tram Parr. aboard another
Italian ,;:atent ship. the 1 I '. In omit,
and arrived in 11)110•1:4: on September
Sumining it all lip. Marx said. "Sly
expel-tenet., this •iiinuner were won-
derful and the opportunity to live in
an entirely different world and partake
of a wholly diffeten: cuiliiire i• inealti-
itegistr;ition tot second semester
will take place January 18-23 at the
Administration Building AND Win-
rate Hours are from 8 &M. to
noon and I to 4 p.m.
Students should pick tip registration
cards at the Billing Clerk's window
and take it and the official bill to the
Cashier's window for pioment of tui-
tion and fees. Bills will he sent to
students prior to registration time.
Completed registration. whedule.
and information catels should he taken
to the Registrar's office in Wingate
Hall. If these eards are not record-
Csl the Registrar's otliee. the student
will not he enrolled at the University.
It thus case. a fine of SIB will he
charged and the student will have to
register in his conr•es via add and
d"RP 
the I
e.gistior (icorge Crosby 
‘"gge'ts in th, a:• Den.
d ere v, hc a sk, toe
that students register eally, to sus cud su„, I ,,„,„ing the' Ic .,,1!
the rush He also requests that sten tar is .,c
 
re ices. In ihe afte.r.
dents not planning to attend the Uni- ce si, 0,0„ „in v.; iod
vcrsity nod semester let the Regis- ww, :resin p
Iran's otliee know.
Winter Fantasia
Chosen Winter
Carnival Theme
V. inter Fantasia.- based on
alt Disney cartoon produc-
tions, will be the theme of 'inter
Carnival. February 19, 20 and
21. intramural Ball dezorations
.:nd snow sculptures will follov.
Disney characters and the
themes they sugvest.
1 he schedule r :he
weekend are a. roll! it
friday afternoon ,•.nt.
there will be an inim.n. :a! Ai meet.
the first of its kind in thi, a-ed.. The
event still bring tore-her •ke ,e,111Vi
I rom Colby, Bowdoiti. I ale. Urliversi-
Ix of New Bninswick. and University.
ot ‘1,ine varsity and freshman
tearn• !inuring events be held at
the of Maine ski jump. and
...idiot u .• Ong at Bald Yelountain in
Hold, I'. Transportation is provided
to the events.
Front .! p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday night
the Iii medal hall will he held in
the M tutorial (iymnasium. Music will
be fteni•lied by Al Corey.
Sat morning front 't a M. until
12 th. r, be sleigh rides and novel-
0, sn ,.Lilt', The snow sculpture'
come e, ill also he nudged Saturda.,
morn:ulg.
4:1Ilespie it ii olict a ,azz
cones . i.estudents from 3.1
p.m. .1 \ler-dorm! LI ntn., t,:rt,.
Satyr ne tiden meet ....ill
raw.t ip.nl.
WO, .1%1: be !he teande
the exenlute with the Main::
team ,ulax id,. I reeport 8,•hddl
6:15 o In followed h\ the. St. 'c
Rhode I•l odd time at s: ;5 p.du Alder
Paw Two TEM MAINZ CAMPUS  , Maine, Januar, I I, 1900
I trono. 11,n
EUROPE TOURS
ESCORTED AND
INDEPENDENT
Individual Arrangements
to suit your Budget
RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
R AYEL ANYWHERE
ALDEN F. HEAD
TRAVEL BUREAU
Si Mein St., Bangor, Tel. 2-5050
Professors Attend AEA Meeting
Iwo members of the stall of the
University of Maine in the fields of
business administration and economics
attended the recent meetings of the
American Economic Association and
related organizations in Washington,
D. C.
Dr. Austin Peck, director of the
School of Business Administration.
and Arnold H. Raphaelson, assistant
professor of business and economics.
not only attended the meetings spon-
sored by the American Economic As-
sociation but also some of the meet-
ings conducted by It other social
science assos:iations. These meetings
are held annually, and this year ap-
proximately 7,000 social scientists
attended.
A highlight of the meetings was an
address by Arthur F. Burns. profes-
sor of economics at Columbia Uni-
versity and president of the American
Economic Association
The prevailing opinion among the
assembled economists was that the
outlook for the United States economy
in the immediate future is "very
bright." Optimistic feelings about the
economic future predominated.
societf:
Many Jewelers Prosper
During Holiday Season
By Diane Wiseman
Rumors have been flying around that the end of the world was
coming. According to prediction it was supposed to have happened
January 9, 1960. For you that are disappointed that it didn't, I
have a prediction. It is coming. The beginning of the end will start
Monday, January 19, and it will take eight days. Your (and my)
only salvation is to study. Good Luck!
Pinned: Elise Broleau, Livermore
Falls, to Don Pike, Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon; Janice Eklund. Houlton, to
Charlie Berry, Phi Eta Kappa: Car-
ol Kirk. Houlton. to Phil McCar-
thy, Phi Eta Kappa; Sarah Com-
stock, Middlesex Memorial School of
Nursing. Middltown, Conn.. to Bruce
Jones, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Sheilya
Wood to Ron Speigal, Phi Eta Kap-
pa; Mary Labbe to Douglas Mac-
Lean. Tau Epsilon Phi; Nancy
Woods to Dan Reariek, Phi Eta
Kappa; Maxine Meier, Green Moun-
tain College, Schenectady, N. Y., to
Joel Chaison, Tau Kappa Epsilon:
Mary Elizabeth Cook, Mars Hill, to
Gordon Somerville, Tau Kappa Ep-
silon; Sandra Van Aken to Manch
Wheeler, Kappa Sigma; Sandra Per.
per, Montgomery Junior College.
Washington, D. C., to James Kap-
lan; Cynthia Adams to Ed Ezold.
Tau Kappa Epsilon; Martha Palmer
to Peter Buxton, Sigma Chi; Enid
Wardwell to Frank Olsen, Sigma
Chi: Edith Stevens to Richard Saun-
ders, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Karen El-
lertson to Gus Randall, Sigma Al-
pha Epsilon.
Engaged: Jan Jordan to Ken
Christian, Lambda Chi Alpha: Mar-
garet Stiles to George Hanson, Phi
Eta Kappa; Rosemary Hopkins.
Bangor. to Al Perkins, Phi Eta
Kappa; Rosemary Crozier to Dick
Colwell, Lambda Chi Alpha: Mary
Sawyer to Jon Allan, Sigma Phi Ep-
silon; Sally McKay, Bangor, to Mal-
colm Denning, Sigma Phi Epsilon:
Lolita Plourde, Fort Kent, to Mi-
chael Collins, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Judy Adams, '59 to Bob Gardiner,
Kappa Sigma; Joanne Harriman.
Mechanic Falls. to Ben Brown, Sig-
ma Phi Epsilon: Joan Robbins to
Steve Bush. Tau Kappa Epsilon:
Carol Schipper, Spring Lake. N. L.
to Edward Haggett, Sigma Phi Ep-
silon: Eula Morris to James Bow s-
fickle.
Married: Lynne Marble to Don-
ald Piper, Phi Eta Kappa
engineers
and what they do at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft...
The field has never been broader
The challenge has never been greater
Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today are.concerned
with the development of all forms of flight propulsion
systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other advanced
types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems are so
entirely new in concept that their design and development,
and allied research programs, require technical personnel
not previously associated with the development of aircraft
engines. Where the company was once primarily interested
in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical
engineering. it now also requires men with degrees in
electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in physics,
chemistry, and metallurgy.
Included in a wide range of engineering activities open to
technically trained graduates at all levels are these four
basic fields:
ANALYTICAL ENGINEERING Men engaged in this
activity are concerned with fundamental investigations in
the fields of science or engineering related to the conception
of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of ad-
vanced flight and space systems and interpret results in
terms of practical design applications. They provide basic
information which is essential in determining the types of
systems that have development potential.
DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here is an
active interest in the application of aerodynamics, thermo-
dynamics. stress analysis, and principles of machine design
to the creation of new flight propulsion systems. Men en-
gaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific per-
formance and structural requirements of the new product
and design it as a complete working mechanism.
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING Here men supervise
and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory testing
of experimental apparatus, system components, and devel-
opment engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory setups,
specify instrumentation and direct execution of the actual
test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the develop-
ment program also includes analysis of test data, reporting
of results and recommendations for future effort.
MATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this field
at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other materials
under various environmental conditions to determine their
usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion systems.
They devise material testing methods and design special
test equipment. They are also responsible for the determina-
tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failures or
manufacturing difficulties.
Exhaustive testing of full-scale rocket engine
thrust chambers is carried on at the Florida
Research and Development Center.
Frequent informal discussions among analytical
engineers assure continuous exchange of ideas
on related research projects.
World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER - Palm Beach County, Florida
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt A. Whitney Aircraft, contact your college placement officer.
Continue Language
Institute This Year
The federal government has granted
the University $109,668 for the estab-
lishment of a Foreign Language Insti-
tute to be held next summer on the
Orono campus.
1 his will mark the second straight
year that the government has financed
such a program. The institute will be
tinder the direction of Dr. Wilmarth
H. Starr. head of the department of
foreign languages and classic, at the
University.
The institute will be designed for
secondary school teacher, of French
and Spanish and for elementary school
teachers of French. Last year, teach-
ers from all sections of the nation
attended the program.
The institute program will he con-
ducted at the graduate level and six
to nine graduate credits will be
granted to those attending for suc-
cessful accomplishment in terms ef
increased proficiencies in their lan-
guage fields
Biology Club Will Meet
The next meeting of the Biology
Club will be held February 2 at 7
p.m. in Hitchner Hall. Prof. David
O'Meara of the Department of Ani-
mal Pathology will speak and dem-
onstrate different types of micro-
scopes.
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MCA Elections Will Be Held
In Lobby Of Library, Friday
Dave Robinson
M.C.A. Elections will be held on
vriday, January 15 from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the lobby of the Library.
All M.C.A. members are eligible to
s me and are urged to do so. Candi-
dates are as follows; for the office
of President, Dave Robinson and Art
Tordoff; for Vice President, Liz Eng-
land and Ken Winters; for Secretary,
Barbara Spiller and Nancy Noury; and
for Treasurer. Pat Johnson and Roger
Upham.
At 6 p.m. on the same evening the
Annual Elections Banquet will be
held at the M.C.A. House. Announce-
ment of the winning candidates will
he made at this time. Those who wish
to attend are requested to make reser-
vations with Sally Ness. 324 S. Stod-
der: Carleton Hackett. 105 Hart; or
any M.C.A. Cabinet Member. The
cost is the usual 5.30 and everyone
;s welcome.
As in the past, M.C.A. has sched-
.iled Vesper Services each evening
rom Monday through Sunday, ex-
cept Saturday. January 18-24. These
brief mesiitational services are held
from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. in the Louis
Oakes Room of the Library. All stu-
dents may attend for either the entire
service or any part.
Services will be held in the Little
Theatre next Sunday morning at 9:30
and 11:00 o'clock. The theme of
Theta Chi Alums Accept
Plans For New House
Last week the specifications for the
new Theta Chi fraternity house were
;resented to the alumni committee
...rid accepted. The plans for the pro-
posed new fraternity house had been
drawn up this fall and cent to Allied
Engineering Incorporated in Portland
tor specifications to be made.
The next step begins January 13
when bids will be made by various
contractors in the state. On February
3 the Theta Chi building Association
will meet to open the envelopes con-
-.aining the bids and discuss further
steps toward actual rebuilding.
Eighty-five students are enrolled in
business and economics and 32 in
business administration in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
See Russia
in 1960
Economy Student/Teacher summer
tours. American conducted. from 8495.
RI Russia by Motorroach. 17 das's
from Warsaw or Helsinki. Visit rural
towns plus major cities.
• Diamond Grand Tour. Russia,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia.
Western Europe highlights.
II Collegiate Circle. Black Sea
Cruise, Russia, Poland. Czechoslo.
ak is, Scandinavia, Benelux, . Europe.
• Eastern Europe Adeenture. First
time available. Bulgaria, Roumania.
Russia. Poland, Czechoslotakia. Vlsest•
ern Europe scenic route.
II See your Trasel Agent or write
Maupintour
400 Madison Ate., New York 17. N.Y.
Art Tordoff
Bookstore Changes Schedule Be I Final For Last Day
Stockholders
Stockholders of the University Store
Company voted at their December 10
meeting to change the student repre-
sentation among the stockholders.
Members requested the Associ-
ated Women Students, General
Student Senate and the Men's
Athletic Association to choose
one representative from their
groups, in any way they wish, to
verve as a atockholder of the
University Store Company. Stock-
holders advised these groups to
choose Sophomores or Juniors
who if they proi,ed satisfactory,
may serve more than one year.
Previously, all three representatives
were selected from the Men's Athletic
Department. This new method, ac-
cording to H. L. Bruce. Bookstore
these identical services will be "Power Manager, will provide better represen-
at the M.C.A. House. tation for the entire student body.
for Facing Tests" and Mr. McGinnis Bruce pointed out that -this way, the
will preach at both services, students can bring their complaints
At 7:00 p.m. on Sunday there will to their representatives who will, in
be an informal meeting and discussion turn, take them up with the board."
Because of numerous conflicts in
students' schedules, it has been neces-
sary to change the time of the final
xamination for Be 1, Principles of
Economics. This examination will be
given on Tuesday, January 26, at 4:15
p.m.
Rooms in whicn the various sections
will meet are as follows: Divisions 1
and 7 )Mr. Coupe), Room 218 Li-
brary: Divisicn II 5Dr. Wojoik),
Room 32 South Stevens; Division 3
1Dr. Peck), Room 28 South Stevens:
all divisions not listed above. the
Women's Gym.
Phi Kap Elects Officers
Jon Ord has been elected president
of Phi Kappa Sigma for the forth-
coming term. Other newly elected
officers are: Richard Dudley, vice
president; Ewen MacKinnon, second
vice president; Theodore Stevens.
pledge trainer; Thomas Duston, re-
cording secretary; Lance Johnson.
treasurer; Douglas Allen, corespond-
ing secretary: Victor Blake and Robert
Bogdan. sergeants at arms: and Wil-
liam Smullen. social chairman.
Any student wishing to receive his
grade in this course before the time
that grades are distributed by the reg-
istrar, should leave a self-addressed,
stamped postcard with his instructor.
Hunter, MacLean Win
Final Intramural Debate
The final debate of the intramural
debate tournament was held Monday,
January II in the FFA Room of the
Memorial Union. The topic of the
debate was: Resolved that congress
should be given the power to reverse
the decision of the supreme court.
The championship team of Joan
Hunter and Neil MacLean debated the
negative, and the second place team,
Francis Martin and Ken Morgan,
debated the affirmative. The debate
tournament was directed by Jerry
Anderson. professor of speech. Medals
were given to the first and second
place teams. The third place team
in the semifinals was 0. William Davis
and I.eroy Lambert.
LUCKY STRIKE presents
etcl.A 0 od
MARRYING FOR MONEY IS FROOD IN FAVOR?
(see below)
Dear Dr. Frood: The other day I stopped
at my boy friend's house unexpectedly
and I found Lucky Strike butts with
lipstick on them in the ash tray. What
should I do'' Observant
Dear Observant: Go ahead and smoke
them. s little lipstick won't hurt you.
..Co (Go te:rt
Dear Dr. Frood: I am a 267-pound
tackle on the football team, cleanup
hitter on the baseball team. champion
shot-putter and captain of the basket-
ball team. Where can I find a job when
I graduate? Athletically Inclined
Dear Athletically Inclined: Look in
the Want ids under "Boy—strong."
Dear Dr. Frood: Recently, while
collecting ants, I happened upon
this strange creature in the woods,
1 enclose a sketch. What is it?
Nature Lover
Dear Nature Lover: It is socin
ignotn (blind date). Do not go
near. Poisonous.
NMI DT. F rood: I am a math processor.
0\ er half my students are tlurilsing their
tests. What can I do about this?
Discouraged
Dear Discouraged: Use Frood*s For-
mula: Divide distance between students'
chairs by 2. Since chairs will now be
closer together, result should be a 50%
improvement in exam grades.
COI 409 40,
Dear Dr. Frood: Last Saturday my girl
told me she couldn't go out with me
because she had a cold. Nest day I found
out she was out with my roommate.
Think l should stay away from her?
Disillusioned
Dear Disillusioned: Better stay away
from sour roommate. He's probably
caught the cold now.
Dear Dr. Frood: I understand that your
hobby is cooking. Mine is. WO. But roy
girl friend says any guy %silts cooks is a
sissy. How can I make her stop tacgh-
ing at me? CI • 4.1'
Dear Cooky: Place a large cauldron of
M1 tiler a high flame. W hen it comes to a
boil, add your girl friend.
sat <0, ters
Dear Dr. Frood: Should a man marry a
iirlsshornakesmoremoney than hedoes?
Old-fasbitined
Dear Old-Fashioned:
If it's at all possible.
COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
S.
Product of r../‘ ...Vetter:ran itficco--Cra fly —"<icidiecc, is our middle r. r
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Dr. Pohl To Appear February 2nd, 3rd
Dr. Frederick J. Pohl, of New York
City, will deliver three addresses at
the University. February 2 and 3.
Charles E. Crossland. chairman of the
University Assembly Committee, an-
nounced today.
Dr. Pohl's first talk will be at the
Faculty Seminar in Merrill Hall on
February 2 at noon. His subject will
be the "Battle for Truth," or "Jour-
nalism vs. Sincere Scholarship."
That same evening. Dr. Pohl will
address an open meeting on the sub-
ject of the Sinclair Expedition to
North America in the 14th Century.
Dr. Pohl has done extensive archaeo-
logical research on the Sinclair Expe-
dition and has gathered much fasci-
nating information. This meeting. in
the Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union, will be sponsored jointly by
the Geology Club and the Assembly
Committee.
On February 3, Dr. Pohl will ad-
dress the University Shakespeare class.
A former teacher of English. he has
devoted much lime to research on
Shakespeare, which has led to signifi-
cant results of great importance.
Father C. Myers To Be
Brotherhood Week Guest
Brotherhood week. February 16. 17.
and 18 will feature a banquet in Stod-
der Hall February 17 with Father C.
Kilmer Myers as guest speaker. Father
Myers is an Episcopal minister from
New York City. Student, will carry
on a clothing and book drive for
Japanese and Algerian people.
Pathology Dept. AWS President Explains
Receives Grant
The National Institute of Health
has given a grant of S52.900 to the
University of Maine Department of
Animal Pathology to study the ac-
tivities of enzymes in healthy and
diseased birds.
The work will be carried en by
Dr. Lois S. McDaniel over a three
year period. starting immediately.
When laboratory space is completed
in the new animal science building.
Hitchner Hall. Dr. McDaniel's project
will be transferred to an area
equipped for the study.
Dr. !McDaniel's project is an indirect
result of a series of studies supported
by the Lipman Poultry Company.
Augusta. and by the Fort Halifax
Packing Company, Winslow.
Progress And Activities. . .
By Jo Dion
''l didn't realize that s' hat I did was wrong! What are the
rules governing women students on the Maine campus'?" asked
the new at-rival. In a few short weeks of orientation, the freshman
co-ed learned about the organization that would both govern her
a,tcl act as a source for her complaints during her four years
of college.
An upperclassman. Jean Toothaker
president of the Associated Women
Students, was able to outline the new
system of women's government on
camp,i,.
"To begin with. AWS is composed
of four branches, similar to our na-
tional government: the executive and
•
IBM WILL INTERVIEW
FEB. 11
IBM invites candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees to discuss
opportunities in Applied Science, Marketing, Product Development
and Programming positions throughout the United States.
Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kings-
ton, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt.; San Jose,
Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Mimi. Corporate headquarters is
located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the
United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you
the type of career of particular interest to you. IBM offers:
• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.
• New applications for data processing and advances in computer
technology.
• Favorable climate for continued career growth.
• Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds
and talents.
Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for
a personal inters iew with the IBM representative.
If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:
Mr H K Seymour, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept 868
P.O Box 917
Portland, Maine
SP 3-4703
•
-ill boards. and three representa-
tive boards, standards, activities, and
house presidents."
The curious freshman wanted to
know what the purpose of such an
organization actually was. Jean re-
plied. "AWS is the body representing
women students. It works to encour-
age self-government, to promote high
standards, to foster a sense of re-
sponsibility, and to enforce rule, per-
taining to student life. In action it
serve, as a mediator between student,
and the administration."
"Are the students who compose the
different bodies elected by the general
student population or by the indi-
vidual dorms?"
"Both methods are used." answered
Jean. "The executive and judicial
boards are elected in the spring elec-
tions by all students. The representa-
tive boards are comprised of dorm
representatives."
"What do you mean by a standards
and activities board? How do they
help women students?"
"The standards board works towards
healthy', constructive activities in cam-
pus matters, such as scholarship and
social development. It accomplishes
its aim by working with other campus
organizations to correct undesirable
conditions that exist on campus. In
the dorms, the representatives act as
stabilizers and try to maintain quiet
and orderly study hours."
"Excuse me, but what visual proof
do you get of its progress?"
"The board is working to revise the
White Book, which is the freshman
handbook, and it has completed a
"dress chart" which is helpful in de-
ciding what to wear and when. The
activities board is concerned with so-
cial affairs and organizes interesting
and amusing activities in the dorms.
This year it has succeeded in clearing
up the dining room problem in Esta-
brooke by having meal tickets
punched when seated rather than at
the door. It is presently investigating
the possibility of having coke, candy.
and cigarette concessions in the dorms.
On a more personal side, it is stirving
for group participation in activities
and airing of dorm problems.
"The next representative board is
House President Council. Each dorm
is led by a house president. Besides
directing house affairs, she meet, in
council with the rest of the president,.
This group discusses dorm problems
and organizes affairs that will be of
interest to all women students."
"Well I see how these boards are
accomplishing constructive work. But
what happens if and when I don't fol-
low a regulation?"
"The judicial board, with a chief
justice and court of nine members
handles problems that arise out of
lateness or demerit accumulation. If
you become an offender you will ap-
pear before this court who will try
your case. When not trying cases,
the board is working to revise the de-
merit system and change the method
of amendine the constitution."
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Oi ono, Muir.
Robert K. MacLauchlin, Dr. Wofford G. Gardner,
Brooks W. Hamilton, Ronald W. Hoar, and Phyllis R.
Warren watch the news come in on the new Associated
Press service at the University. This service is part
of the educational program of the department of
journalism and speech.
News From UMP
The UMP Student Council has
taken over sponsorship of the an-
nual Winter Carnival from the
Outing Club. President Chris
Smith said that all the clubs will
be expected to lend a hand with
the popular event. Although a
definite date has not been set, it
is expected to be late in Febru-
ary.
The UMP Stags nipped Nasson
after bowing to Bowdoin January
6th, but were massacred by Maine
January 9th.
Robert Robles and David Finkle-
stein of the UMP Radio-TV Club
appeared on WCSII TV January
12th discussing the Parochial
School Transportation Problem.
The UM? Campus has come up
•
with a first — a tri-weekly News
Bulletin — a supplement to the
regular monthly Campus, contain-
ing hot news, cartoons, and hu-
morous sidelines. It is posted in
the cafeteria and has been well
accepted by the students.
1111P Campus Editor Joel East-
man has arranged for an inter-
view with Maine's new Governor,
John H. Reed for the January is-
sue of the I'M? Campus. Eastman
will ask the Governor, a UM
Grad, about his feelings on the
denial of funds by the legislature
and the following UM tuition hike.
Another interesting article in
the Campus will be a poll on col
lege smoking called "Why Do We
Smoke?"
Poem By Blouin
Will Be Published
George Blouln, a student at the
University, has had a poem, "Lyra
Sacra," accepted for publication in
the second annual anthology of
American College Poetry Society.
The anthology will appear in
February. Illouin is a junior in
the college of education.
Greek Life Discussed On TV Show
Faculty guest on "The University
of Maine and You," the University
television program, will be J.
Duff Gillespie, professor of speech
This is Prof. Gillespie's second
appear in( e of the year on the
program. Ills topic will be "The
Need for Speech Development."
This topic should be of particular
interest to parents of young
children.
Dave Robinson .111 have as
guests on his part of the program,
the president of the Interfrater-
nity Council, Maurice Littlefield,
and the president of the Pan-
hellenic Council, Betty Lunt.
Their talk will include a discus-
sion of fraternities and sororities
on the Maine campus, their values
and their relationship to the pro-
gram at the university.
The program will be from 12 to
12:30 p.m. on WABI-TV.
Does studying for exams
make you want to zzz-zz-zz?
Let safe tiODOzt alert you
through study and exams!
If hitting the books ever makes you drowsy, NoDoz is the fast sister. 
upperyou need. NoDoz Stay Awake Tablets deliver an accurate amount
of safe stimulation to keep your mind and body alert during study and
exams. How? With caffeine—the same pleasant stimulant in coffee. But
non-habit forming NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Buy some— '740.
and be in good company. Millions of lanes a year safe NoDoz helps f
busy people keep alert and awake.
P.S. When you need NoDos, probably Sr late. Play safe. Keep a supply handy.
1\13Doz, the safe stay awake tablet — available everywhere
New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!
Now even the paper adds to
Salem's springtime freshness!
Solent's amazing now
HIGH POROSITY paper
'asr-softone' oe•ry
porous openings
blond just ON right amount of air non*
oath puff to gine you a Hotter, froshor,
even snore Rorarful smoke
NOW MORE ;NAN EVER
An important break-through in Salem's
research laboratories brings you this
special new HIGH POROSITY paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.
Each puff on a Salem draws just enough
Created ev LI tatra.•• Tara Comp..,
fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's spring-
time freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now. Smoke refreshed, smoke Salem !
• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
Mem refreshes your taste
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Editorial
The Dilemma Of The Colleges
The forty-sixth annual meeting of the Association of
American Colleges convened in Boston last Wednesday
and, perhaps at no time in its history have colleges been
more scrutinized, considered, discussed, sought after and
financed. Learning is held in as high esteem as when
Jefferson wrote at Monticello, and mass education has
moved from the stage of Utopian catchword to some-
thing approaching, in effect, reality. The nightmare is
that quantity will reduce quality and that the nature of
American speculation will become insipid.
With this in mind, the convention has chosen as its
theme, "Will the College of Arts and Sciences Survive?"
This, of course, is a headline phrase, and the question
is: Will it survive to the extent that it will remain the
predominant force in the making of the mind of Amer-
ica? Survive it must one way or another for its de-
velopment in the growth of Western culture has been
such that it is rooted in the very nature of man and can
be abandoned only at his peril.
If the rise of engineering toward its present preemi-
nence was not obvious before World War II, the subse-
quent acceleration has brought the word to everyone's
lips. The demand for engineers and cooperating sci-
entists has overshadowed the past decade and the course
of education has been altered many times as a result.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has moved
from its brick quarters on Boylston St. to merited in-
ternational fame for the quality of its teaching, the
superiority of its graduates, the significance of its re-
search, and its overall contribution to American life.
Many schools of similar aim in the nation also have
enjoyed recent growth. Schools which in the past all
but neglected the physical sciences have seen the de-
partments offering these subjects swell to proper pro-
portion in some cases, but prodigiously in many. The
bachelor of arts requirements have been altered to give
science its head, by abandoning Latin and Greek for
mathematics or physics, for instance, while graduate
schools have found a growing minority of their students
electing the sciences.
To the demands of a growing nation, the colleges have
an obligation of response. But beyond that lies the
deeper obligation to the nature of man, to the demands
of his spirit, to the long-range calculation whose lode-
star is truth. The transmission of techniques can never
be the prime purpose of a university, but rather the
preservation and extension of knowledge. For this the
liberal arts college is the core. The great dichotomy in
the university today can be sensed in the etymology of
words. Engineering is concerned with matter, its
measurement, its movement, its transformation; while
education is concerned with the elucidation of self.
From this the dilemma of the universities arises. The
American industrial-economic complex is making de-
mands on them for trained men and men to train men;
and this complex has behind it the financial thrust the
universities must have if they are to survive. Actually,
so far, industry has failed to meet its responsibility and
Its support as yet represents only a small percentage of
contributions received annually.
For the liberal arts the voices speak out, but behind
them is no palpable urgency and only slight financial
force. There is only the appeal of common sense and
the ancient wisdom, the lure of the sublime and the
stuff of philosophy, which must ever appear ineffective
and inconsequential beside the achievement of tech-
nology. But these are the bedrock of life, and cannot be
disavowed.
(Reprinted from The Boston Globe)
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House History
Alpha Gamma Rho Was
Founded In Mid-West
Alpha Gamma Rho was founded at Ohio State Uni-
versity on October 10, 1904. Founders' Day, however, is
celebrated on April 4 of each year since on that date in
the year 1908 two local fraternities, Alpha Gamma Rho
at Ohio State University and Delta Rho Sigma at the
University of Illinois, combined to form the National
Fraternity. Members of both groups happened to meet
in Chicago. After finding that the individual interests
and purposes were similar, the two groups decided to
Incorporate and set up a National Fraternity.
Delegates from both local
faternities met at the Claypool
Hotel at Indianapolis on April
4, 1909, and drew up and signed
a constitution for the Fraterni-
ty. The compromise effected at
that meeting Is noteworthy. The
older local, Alpha Gamma Rho
of Ohio State, gave its name to
the organization but relinquished
the honor of being Alpha Chap-
ter to the Illinois local. Delta
Rho Sigma renounced its name
but rave its distinctive badge.
which is practically identical
with the official badge today.
The first national officers were
elected in 1909. The first issue
of Skkle and Sheaf, the official
National publication, was pub-
lished in 1910. In 1910-1911 a
coat of arms, a shingle, and a
seal were adopted. Much of the
present ritual traces bark to
that of the local chapter at
Ohio State. but there have been
many changes since. The motto
was adopted at the 1916 con-
vention.
Prior to 1917 several chap-
ters were conducted on the
basis of a professional fraterni-
ty, electing members of social
fraternities and permitting their
own members to join such or-
ganizations. The other chap-
ters, while limiting their mem-
bership to agriculture students,
did not permit membership in
social fraternities. In February
1917 legislation was passed bar-
ring dual membership. Since
that time, although membership
is still limited to agricultural
students, the fraternity has been
classed with other social frater-
nities.
The government is vested in
the convention which is held bi-
ennially and ad interim in the
Executive Council consisting of
the grand president, grand first
vice president, grand second vice
president, grand secretary, grand
treasurer, editor, and historian.
The fraternity has never em-
ployed any full-time officers.
The administration, publications,
chapter officers' schools, and in-
spections are handled by the
members of the Executive Coun-
cil, national officers, and past
grand presidents. A central of-
fice is maintained at 706 Michi-
gan Avenue, Urbana, Illinois.
Today the fraternity is made
up of 36 chapters in 36 states
and has a total membership of
over 16.000. Twenty-nine chap-
ters own their own houses, the
total value of these homes ex-
ceeding $1,250,000. The frater-
nity has also 39 alumni chap-
ters, located In all sections of
the country. The alumni chap-
ters meet regularly to promote
the social and professional life
of their members.
The local chapter had its be-
ginning on April 3, 1923 with
the formation of a local fra-
ternity Called Alpha Sigma Mu
It chose as its colors green and
gold and the pink rose as its
flower. On February 20, 1924,
the local fraternity of Alpha
Sigma Mu was initiated into the
National Fraternity of Alpha
Gamma Rho.
The first house owned by the
chapter at Maine was on Grove
Street in Orono, and the pres-
ent house was bought in 1938. A
fire in 1942 partially destroyed
Buddha Told Me
Is That All It Is?
By Lee Morton
The scene is at Old Faithful
in Yellowstone National Park,
late June b. e. (before earth-
quake):
There were about two hundred
motley tourists perched on gray
logs stolen from yon primeval
forest. The logs were arranged
in rustic semi-circle around
Old Faithful. Camera - toting
tourists readying to capture win-
try night parlor entertainment
of next ten years — old women
trying to lose years — young
girls gaining years — tan Es-
quire families—grey-haired wise
couples (man wiser than wom-
an: woman wrinkled — woman
little bit scared). All watch-
checking . . . "We've got to
make the Grand Tetons by
dark!" . . . "What's gonna'
happen. Ma?" . . . "Did you
wind the film after you took a
picture of the bears, Dear?" ...
Kids shouting, "There it goes!"
every time a droplet bounces out
of the crusty nipple. Ten nilm.
uteq gone by ....arm sun beats
down . . . no clouds to spoil
contrast . . . popcorn-eaters and
Giant fans. Fifteen minutes
gone . . . (another nipple over
farther, maybe we're sitting
around the wrong one ... prob-
ably that's the one they use on
Sundays and holidays: give the
repair men a chance to clean
out the pipes on this Old Faith-
ful). Crowd getting thick now,
a good cross-section of geyser-
going bunch. Bubbling from hole
in front of us getting more
jumpy now — then ERUPTION
cameras grinding — flume of
white spray against the blue sky
backdrop — (must have been
great for Lewis and Clark) .
after sustained moment it dies
down to occasional bubble again
. . . "Oh Jane, you know what
happened? I forgot to use that
roll of color film I was saving"
. . . "Is that all it is, Ma?"
Everyone back to their blue-pink-
yellow-green-black-red-gray cars
to go play racing games through
the pines. Old Faithful has spit
her venom on the earth again.
Mail Bag
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Penobscot
County Chapter, Muscular Dys-
trophy Associations of America,
Inc. I wish to thank the mem-
bers of the Inter Fraternity
Council for their time and ef-
forts in making our November
Campaign an outstanding suc-
cess.
I have received many fine re-
ports on the conduct and courte-
sy displayed by these men dur-
ing the house canvass.
If at any time I may be of
assistance, please feel free to
contact me.
Very truly yours,
FRED R. CHANDLER
Penobscot County Chairman
the present house. In 1956 an
addition was made which nearly
doubled the capacity, giving the
house room for 51 men.
On the Maine campus Alpha
Gamma Rho is the only social-
professional fraternity, taking Its
members from the College of
Agriculture. Its members are
active in the affairs and organ-
izations of the Agricultural Col-
lege, and especially in Agricul-
tural Club, Forestry flub, Alpha
Zeta, Farmers' Fair, and the de-
partmental clubs.
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University Holds Debate Tournament
Debaters from all sections of
Maine and several other states
have been invited to attend the
12th Annual University of Maine
High School Debate Tournament
at the University February 12 and
13, Professor Wofford G. Gardner,
head of thc speech department, said
Monday.
The proi osition to be debated is:
Resolved, that the Federal govern-
ment should substantially increase
its regulation of labor unions.
The tournament, which is spon-
sored by the department of speech,
the Maine Debating Council, and
the local chapter of Pi Kappa Del-
ta, national honorary forensic so-
ciety, last year attracted 89 teams
from 27 Secondary schools, repre-
senting four states.
Schools may enter a maximum
of four teams in the tourney, with
each team consisting of two speak-
ers. Debates will be conducted in
standard style, with eight minutes
a:l..tted to each constructive speak-
er and four to each rebuttal speak-
er at be preliminary rounds on
Friday.
yours?
These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and pro-
fessional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the respon-
sibilities of his position. This in-
cludes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses un-
der the Bootstrap education pro-
gram. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence require-
ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi-
gator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the
Aerospace Team.Us.
Air Force
1-- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYAVIATION CADET INFORMATIONDEPT. SCSIBOX 7605, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.I am between 19 and 261/2. a clues
of the U. S. and. Pugh school graduate
"nth Years of coliege Please
send me deta,led inlormatton on Om
Air force Aylatton Cadet program.
NAME 
STREET 
CITY 
COUNTY STATE_
L.. 
In the varsity division each team
will compete in four preliminary
rounds of debate on Friday. Each
team with a record of no losses
ar only one loss will debate in
elimination rounds on Saturday.
The novice division teams, those
who have not debated against oth-
sr schools prior to this year, will
'ollow the same schedule. Teams
will reverse sides at the end of
•ach round.
Judges will be University fac-
ulty members and debaters, and
soaches or judges accompanying
the participating teams. Single
iudges will be used in all but
semi-final and final rounds.
A trophy will be awarded to the
winning school in the varsity
division, medals to the four
students in the final debate in
each division, and certificates of
achievement to all teams winning
Three or more debates.
Registration for the tournament
will take place in the Memorial
Union Building Friday, February
12, from 1 to 2 p.m., and the first
round of debate will start at 3:15
p.m. Announcement of teams
reaching the elimination rounds
will be made at a general assem-
bly at 9:30 p.m.
Elimination rounds will start
Saturday at 9 a.m., with a gen-
eral assembly scheduled at 2:30
p.m. At this time decisions and
awards will be announced in the
novice division, and varsity teams
ror the finals will be announced.
The championship debate in the
varsity division will start at 2
p.m.
Union Will Again
Set Jazz Scene
Don Sylvia will present a jazz
concert in the Memorial Union on
Wednesday, February 3 from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m. This is the third year
the group has appeared on campus.
The group is made up of 18 local
jazz musicians including many
students and alumni from the
University. This will be one of
the highlights of the Union-spon-
sored activities of the year. There
is no admission charge. Faculty,
students and friends are invited.
SAE ELECTS OFFICERS
The newly elected officers of
SAE are: president. Arthur Huot;
vice president, Andrew McGarry;
secretary, John Petrisin; and
treasurer, Fred Carlson.
Paintings And Sculptures By Dan
Haugaard Featured In Carnegie Hall
On exhibition this month at the
art gallery in Carnegie Hall are
paintings and sculptures by Da-
nish-born Dan Haugaard.
Haugaard, who came to the
United States in 1939, studied at
the University of New Hampshire
and Black Mountain College in
North Carolina, where he was
associated with painter Theodor.
Stamos. Ile also studied at the
Instituto Allende in Mexico in
1955 and 1956. Haugaard has
lived and traveled in Europe over
a five-year period, mainly in Italy
and Spain.
Haugaard had his first one-man
show in his native Copenhagen
In 1952. Other one-man shows
followed at the Galleria Fernado
Fe in Madrid in 1955 and the Han-
sa Gallery in New York in 1957.!
He has also participated in group
shows in the Nostra di Bari in Italy!
and Nuestra de Paris in Madrid I
as well as others here in the !
United States. When Haugaard !
exhibited his work in New York !
the New York Times said, "His I
paintings are fresh, clearly con-
structed abstractions with varying ,
degree of objective reference to!
landscape and architecture. He
seems to be interested in juxtapos-
Union News
Thursday, January 14th, the
Bridge Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Women's Lounge for
tournament playing. The winners
for the last tournament were:
first, Irving Hibbard, Walter Ma-
comber; second, Bruce Yeaton.
Robert Jordan; third, Robert
Jones, Allen Judson; fourth, Mrs.!
Ralph Redmond, Mrs. Paul Bray. I
The movie will be "The Bells of I
St. Mary's," starring Bing Crosby I
and Ingrid Bergman. It will be
shown in the Bangor Room at
and 9 p.m. on Friday and Satur-
day nights.
Friday from 8:30 to 11 p.m. there
will be a record hop in the Bear's
Den with Bob Sullivan as disc
jockey.
The intercollegiate bridge tour-
nament will be played between
February 20 and 28. The inter-
collegiate billiards tournament
will be played February 8 to 24.
JANUARY
WHITE SALE
January is Ow month for "big-buys" in sheets, tow-
els, bedding and linens — but THIS JANUARY at
FREESE'S is our biggest white sale — EVER! Never
such selections, such an array of famous brands —
ALL AT EXCITING SAVINGS!
SHOP & SAVE!
REMEMBER at Freese's you get HIGHEST QUALI-
TY — LOWEST PRICES — PLUS No Down Pay-
ment — up to 2 years to pay!
FREESE'S
ing color so that it affects move-
ment and counter-movements."
Haugaard now resides with his
English wife in Canaan, Maine,
where he has his studio and
shop, "The Canaan House."
Library Hours
Library hours, Tuesday. Janu-
ary to Sunday, Januar) 31:
Tuesday-Friday, 14 a.m. to
9-fm
saturilay, a.m, to noon.
Su nilay. closed.
On Campus mAtiman
(Author of"! Was a Teen-age Dwarf "The Many
Loves of Dobie , etc.)
HAIL TO THE DEAN!
Today let us examine that much maligned, widely misunder-
stood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated campus figure—
the dean.
The dean (from the Latin deanere —to expel) is not, as many
think, primarily a disciplinary officer. Ile is a counselor and
guide, a haven and refuge for the troubled student. The dean
(from the Greek deanos—to skewer) is characterized chiefly by
sympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for
homely pleasures like barn-raisings, gruel, spelldowns, and
Marlboro Cigarettes. The dean (from the German dtangunacht
—to poop a party) is fond of :Marlboros for the same reason that
all men of good will are fond of Marlboros—because Marlboro
is an honcst cigarette. Those better makin's are honestly better,
honestly aged to the peak of perfection, honestly blended for
the best of all possible flavors. The filter honestly filters.
Marlboro honestly comes in two different containers—a soft
pack which is honestly soft, and a flip-top box which honestly
flips. You too will flip when next you try an honest Marlboro,
which, one honestly hopes, will be soon.
But I digress. We were learning how a dean helps under-
graduates. To illustrate, let us take a typical case from the files
of Dean S 
 
of the University of Y 
 (Oh, why
be so mysterious? The dean's name is Sigafoos and the Univer-
sity is Yutah.)
leraitag? 5k31 eilviseZ
Wise, kindly Dean Sigafoos was visited one day by a fresh-
man named Walter Aguincourt who came to ask permission to
marry one Emma Blenheim, his dormitory laundress. To the
dean the marriage seemed ill-advised, for Walter was only 18
and Emma was 91. Walter agreed, but said he felt obligated to
go through with it because Emma had invested her life savings
in a transparent rain hood to protect her from the mist st
Niagara Falls where they planned to spend their honeymoon.
What use, asked Walter, would the poor woman have for a rain
hood in Yutah? The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly and
came up with an answer: let Walter punch holes in the back of
Enima's steam iron; with steam billowing lack at the old lady,
she would find a rain hood very useful—possibly even essential.
Whimpering with gratitude, Walter kissed the dean's Phi
Beta Kappa key and hastened away to follow his advice which,
it pleasures me to report, solved matters brilliantly.
Today Emma is a happy woman—singing lustily, wearing her
rain hood, eating soft-center chocolates, and ironing clothes—
twice as happy, to be candid, than if she had married Walter.
.And Walter? He is happy too. Freed (torn his liaison with
Emma, he married a girl much nearer his own age—Agnes
Yucca, 72. Walter is now the proud father—sttpfuther, to be
perfectly accurate—of three fine healthy boys from Agnes's first
marriage—Everett, 38; Willem, 43; and Irving, 55—and when
Walter puts the boys in Eton eollars and takes them for a stroll
in the park on Sunday afternoons, you may be sure there is not
a dry eye in Yutah.... And Dean Sigafoos? He too is happy—
happy to spend long, tiring days in his little office, giving counsel
without stint and without complaint, doing his bit to set the
young, uncertain feet of his charges on the path to a brighter
tomorrow. c Max Kbuloaaa
• • •
We don't Say that Afarthom is the dean of titter cigarettes,but it's sure at the head of the class. Try some—or if you
prefer mildness without filters, try popular Philip Morris
from the same makers.
. Page tight
As spring semester starts, your dorm will be
converted into a regular Grand Central Station. Your
signature will be sought after by a steady stream of frater-
nity Melt.
Feature Editor, .11to Diu ei Photographer, Kill 4 raw ‘Ita
Stereos. hi-ti's. and bands will "say it with music"
when you bring your favorite date to a weekend fratt.rnity
party.
FOR RENT
1 11-room and 1 S-roon apt.
SCOTT APTS.
Center St. Old Town
Stole and Relrla*rator
F ornIshed
tall 74471
from 94
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The first two weeks of spring
semester can only mean one thing
to a fraternity man -- rushing!
This is the time of year when he
never forgets to wear his pin, has
his fraternity jacket cleaned, so-
cializes in the Bear's Den, and
makes use of the registrar's office.
The male freshman becomes the
'Big Man on Campus". lie is
sought after in the Bass Room in
the Union game room, in the gym
and even in Ii s own room. Ile be-
gins asking questions, such as
"Which fraternity wears the such-
and-such color jackets?" or "What's
the name of the house at the fork
ut tbe road?" or even "ls that odd
looking pin with a chain a frater-
nity pin?" A freshman vu-ed is
only too willing to supply hint with
the answers.
So the rushee practices a firm
handshake, takes his sport coat
and tie out of the moth balls,
sharpens his pencils and waits for
the "hunters- to attack. After the
first two days, he sets out for a
concentrated study of Alphas,
Betas, and Sigmas.
You'll be fed delicious
meals at the houses and in-
formal "bull sessions" will
follow. Here is the time to
meet the brothers and have
your many questions an-
swered.
You'll visit clean rooms and not so clean rooms, large
study Fronts and closet-sized rooms, warm TV rooms and
cold rams!
Finally the big day conies!
You've made your choice and
all that's left to do is slip
that bid in the box . . . and
wait!
Hillson Achievement Award
Week of January 11
To
Bret Russell
for his jumping performance last Saturday
HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill St. Orono 6-3647
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Students Dismissed
Four Censured For
Weekend Incidents
Beta Will Build A New
C`,-ipter House By 1963
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Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!
regular or new mentholated
Take your choice of inentboletuil or regular
Smooth Slum% Both base rieb. thick (Old Spice quality•
lather that won't dry up before sou's,. finished sbasing.
Pols 'soften your beard instant's -end razor drag corn-
jletely. For the close,.t. dean, st. quiek,st ',bases ...try
Old Sp:ci., Smooth Shal..! 100
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Varsity H3opsters
Kneeling, rear, Manager James Stevens. and forward. Coach BrianMcCall. Standing, left to right; Jon Ingalls. Co
-Captain MauriceDore, Bob Morin. Bandy Furbish, Larry Sehiner, Don Sturgeon.Don Barnum, Skip Chapelle. Bob Wilkinson. Co
-Captain Dick Stur-geon, Bill Livesey. Lenny McPhee, Roy Chipman. and Wayne Chant.peon. The Bears have been undefeated in elesen games this season
and have play-ed  • successful ball under l'oach Mt
-Call than
er before in the history of the I niversity.
Elected to the Bangor Daily Nt.VIP sports "pall of Fame.' re-
rend, were two I niversity of Maine faculty members-. Prof. Marion
E. Rogers and Assistant Professor Edwin Styrna. Along with three
others they will be honored at the News 7th annual award dinner
on January 30.
Prof. Rogers is the director of  s ph. skid education de-
partment and has at reed the I nisersity for many ”.ars. Sty ma
holds the position of %amity track and cross-country coach. During
this past year. Sty rna's ii KWh 1111g has rmulted in Yankee Conference
and New England championship cross-trotintry team.
Others who haw recei•ed the distinetion while at the Uni•er-
sky of Maine include Ilal M'estertnan, football coach; Stanley
Wallace, former Iiwhirr at the Unisersity; Paul Firlotte. outstand-
ing cross-country runner and *57 graduate; Thurlow Cooper, foot-
ball standout on the 1956 team; and Tml Curtis. Faculty Manager
of Athletics and varsity ski coach.
Also elected this sear were: John Winkin. Colby*. •arsity base-
ball coach: George 'Roden. Colby senior anti recipient of the
Nelson Award; and Ray Curran. retired Old Town high
football. cro•*.counl loa•krIlliii II :mil Mack coach.
Within The Walls
1 he comp!,
mural Track Nlect arc no:
yet. but it is known that Phi I 1.. 
ro. current All-point 1 rophy holder.
has won with ease. (iood team bal-
ance m oh power in almost esery
event contributed to the Phi Eta vic-
tory.
I 21st week's haskethall action kept
up its rapid pace. with many key
games being played. Phi Eta. Phi Mu.
and Lambda Chi are the only learns
left with unblemished records.
In last week's games:
Lambda Chi powered their was to
a win user LEP. 61 to 30: while Phi
ha belted Sigma Nu. 7? to 26. In
a close and important game: Phi Mu
45, Sigma Chi 43. IKE clubbed SAE
14 to 31. while A.10 edged Beta 36
to 34. Beta', first loss of the season.
Phi Kap walloped Theta Chi to the
tone of $3 to 22. Kappa Sig. a team
vhich seems to becoming stronger
with each game. heat Sig Fp. $6 to 4$.
In non-fraternity games: Bangor
Comm. 2, South Apo.. Cabins 37.
Newman $9; Off campus 7$. Ni) 4
and $ 26; Dunn 3 $11. North HHH
Dunn 4 37, Dunn 2 46.
Well. the seniester is almost over
btu let's look ahead. intramurally
speaking. lhe winter carnival. with
skiing events in the slalom and jump
featured, is right after the break.
Hosing and wrestling, with training
starting by February I. will be nest in
line on the schedule. Paddle ball
entries hase already closed with ac-
tion slated to start in the near future.
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Black Bears Win; Prepare For Mules
Bates, Bowdoin BowUM Rifle Team
Wili Compete
For '60 Honors
By Arl Zalkati
Virtually unknown to the majority.
of students here at the University of
Maine is the fact that Maine once
again has a varsity rifle team that
Is in contention for Yankee Confer-
ence honors. New England honors
and national honors.
Last season, the Black Bear rifler%
captured the Yankee Conference
Championship when the outlired
every team in the YC by ten or more
points. The rifle team was the only
ssluad on campus during the 1958-59
campaign that was stronc enough to
bring back a Yankee Conference title
to the Maine campus. Individually, it
was John Almond. who won honors
in the YC rna:ches. John fired a 288
out of a possible 300 for the top
honor.
This season. the Black Bear shoot-
ers are a, strong as last season', group.
Four men are gone from the 1958-59
squad. These four men were consist-
ent high firers. In their place some
omstanding contender, have stepped
up to do a respectable job.
This season, rifle team coach,
Captain Herman L. W hilt. and
assistant coach, M Sgt. L. D.
Evan, have once again molded
together a top team. The Maine
shooters are a young group hav-
ing only two seniors on the ten
man squad. They are Al Man-
digo and Tour Staples, both men
steady 280 scorers. To go along
with his seniors. Captain Wirth
has three juniors. Captain. John
.t1 I. Merton Brown, and Ken
Wikstr ; all three are seasoned
veterans who can stand up to
the pressures that exist in rifle
matches. Rounding out the
squad are five sophomores, Dick
Thay er. Mal Waskiewiez. Dick
Labrecque, Bob Keup, and Bill
Townsend. These five sopho-
mores have acted like old-timers
in all matches thus far.
By far, the most outstanding man
has been Bill Townsend. Bill, who
never fired in competition until he
came to Maine. has been the wore
leader thus far. He has scored nearly
a perfect score in every one of his
matches. Against Norwich and Dart-
mouth last weekend. Townsend fired
a 286 out of a possible 300. points
are recorded in three categories,
prone. kneeling, and standing. Maxi-
mum is 100 points for each position.
Thu, far the Maine team has fired
six matches. winning four and losing
only two. The team's two losses came
on scorz-breaker•. When the original
tnatch ended, the score was tied. A
scorebreaking match was needed to
break the tie.
The Black Bears have been victori-
ous oser St. Michael... New Hamp-
shire. MIT. and Dartmouth. The
have lost to Massachusetts and Nor-
wich.
Maine also belongs to the Ness
England College Rifle League wher..
they have been steady winners for th,
past 10 seasons. Some of the top
college, in New England are members
of the league including Connecticut.
Brown. and Boston University.
"We have a fair chance of winning
the Yankee Conference title again-
is the way Captain Wirth sums up
the season's outlook. "hut New Hamp-
shire and Connecticut will be up there
too. As for the New England title.
Norwich will be the team to beat.
We could place second and we even
have a slim possibility of winning it.
The boys are capable of doing it and
they just might."
day, when they meet the University of
New Hampshire Wildcats in a dual
meet. Over the past few seasons. the
Pale Blue has pretty well dominated
the visitors from Durham. This year's
UNH team i, not expected to be over
powering. but since much of Maine's
strength disappeared at graduation
time last June. the meet should be
close.
Tao aspects of the meet should
generate much interest, and will be
quite close. The mile and two mile
events will pit Mike Kimball. Bill
Daly, Harold Hatch. and Dave Rolfe:
against Doug MacGregor and Bob
Fowler. As may be recalled. the
Maine and LASH CEOS., country teams,
which included these men, were quite
evenly matched.
Another high light of the meet
should he the mile relay. last year.
Mainz triumphed in a close battle.
and in doing so. set a new meet mark
of 3:26.3: which V.:, the second
Skiers Shine
Two University. of Maine skiers
continued their outstanding perform-
ances during the past weekend. At
Rutland. Vt.. last Saturdas. Brett
Russell. captain of the Maine team
placed fifth in the giant slalom held
at Pico Park. Russell competed
against 46 other skiers representing
the bc..: men in both class A and B.
Sunday, in a meet held at Jack-
son. New Hampshire. Olympic hope-
ful. Charley Akers placed second in
the cross country event. The course
covering a distance of 71..1 miles was
covered by the Maine skier in nearly
record time. Aker, was awarded a
plaque for his second place finish.
Four Maine men are entered in the
Dartmouth Relays scheduled for
Saturday. Coach Ted Curtis's relay
team will start off with Bill Ferguson
as the number one man followed by
captain Brett Russell. Third man of
the four man squad is Charley
Gaunce. Olympic hopeful Charley
Akers is scheduled for the anchor
position.
Gerry Feld (25), of Bates, guards against a lay-up as Larry Schiner
of Maine drops one through the net. Maine won 77-58.
Styrna's Crew Hosts UNH
The 196./ Black Bear track team fastest time in the history of the
will open its indoor season on Satur- school. Of the quartet which set the
record. only Will Spencer. the stand
out half miler. and Art Conro return.
Larry Safford. who posted some fine
times late last season, and strong
sophomore Keith Stewart are expected
to fill the graduation losses more than
adequately. UNH features 6' 3" Cliff
I.ehman on it, relay. and poses a
strong threat to the Bears.
Frosh Cagers
Humble UMP
By Bob Stack
Running their win streak to five
straight victories, the University of
Maine Frosh defeated U.M.P. 72-42
and then went on to beat the Non-
Fraternity All-Stars 93-70.
In heating the University of Maine
at Portland team the Frosh started
slow in the first half but then came
hack strong in the second half for
their easy victory. Bob Davenport,
playing his best game of the year, led
the 'shine Frosh with 16 point,. Dave
Pound with 14 points and -NJ- Rob-
ertson tallying 13 pls. were the other
two big scorers.
On Monday night the Freshmen de-
feated a combination of the top four
Non-Fraternity' teams. Out of the
four competing clubs only Newman
Club was able to outscore the Frosh
to the tune of 21-20. "Pud" Robertson
led the Frosh with 15 point,. Al
Young was the high scorer for the
Non-Fraternity All-Stars with 14
points. Johnston. Pound. and Deemer
also hit the double digits for the
Freshmen.
Next week Coach Jim Butterfield
will take his Frosh team to Pittsfield
for a game with Maine Central Insti-
tute and then later in the week on to
Waterville for a contest against the
Colby Freshmen. The Colby game
should prove to be the big test for the
Freshmen who have yet to meet any
threatening competition.
The Frosh, now standing at 5-0 for
the season, are averaging 85.9 points
per game against 56.9 for their op-
ponents.
By Bill Nlortenscii
The University of Maine's Black Bears have continued their
winstreak by trouncing both Bowdoin and Bates. Last week's State
Series battles were hardly a test for the well-coached Bears. and
McCall's "go-go" hoopsters completely dominated the play in both
games and extended their skein to 11 straight.
In last Wednesday's game with team to beat and will be strug-
Bowdoin the spectators saw Maine sling for this win and also the
pull away early and wind up on the honor of being the first team to
top end of a 73-33 score. The Polar spoil Maine's undefeated record.
Bears of Bob Donham were without Ed Marchetti, Bob Burke. and
the talents of their center. Pete Scott, Charlie Swenson are big boys under-
but this writer feels on: man neath who are veterans with much
wouldn't have made a noticeable dif- experience. These three are bigger
ference in the lopsided score. Reli- than Maine's Ingalls, Sturgeon, and
able Don Sturgeon paced the scorers Schiner and the feud that takes place
for Maine by netting 13 point,, while on Saturday should be a battle royal.
Schiner and Ingalls collected II and Leon Nelson has moved out to the
10 respectively. guard position along with Dave Ber-
Saturday evening Big U bads- quist, or possibly Dave Thaxter. and
Cr... over 3000 in nuntber, am-re these men are quite capable of giving
treated to another rout as the Wayne Champeon and Skip Chap.
Black Bears swamped Bates Col- pelle all they can handle. Dick Stun-
lege 77-58. Maine's usual stellar geon is still plagued by knee trouble,
team play was not up to par, but hut it was his play that turned the
the situation didn't call for ex- tide in the first game between these
ceptional basketball as Bob Peck's two clubs, so it is hoped he will be in
Bobcats weren't much of a threat good condition.
during the contest. Maine domi- When we return to school Maine
naieil the boards and again dis- faces the rugged second half of their
played a fabulous shooting per. schedule, with such Yankee Confer-
eentage from the floor, 46%! ence powers as Connecticut. Rhode
Larry Schiner again was Maine's Island. and New Hampshire.
top point getter with 18, while
Champeon had 17; Don Stur-
geon had 14. and Maury Dore
contributed 13.
Carl Rapp and Gerry Feld led the
Bobcat attack with 16 and 10 apiece.
while 6' 7" Jim Sutherland captured
15 rebounds.
The contests of the past week have
definitely stamped Maine as the state,
series powerhouse, as they are pres-
ently sporting a 5-0 record in the
series.
Colby College is Maine's next foe
and with this impending clash be-
tween the two arch rival:, many feel
the Bears are biting into the tough
meat of their schedule. Maine travels
to Waterville for their 3rd encounter
with the Mules of Lee Williams. who
will be waiting for revenge from their
last defeat at the hands of the Bears.
The Colby Mules are a tough
PLAYER OF THE WEEK:
Wayne Champeon, basketball
magician, played expert ball and
tallied seventeen points in pac-
ing Maine to a 77 to 58 win over
Bates College.
MAINE SCOREBOARD
RESULTS: WEEK OF JANUARY 7
Jan. 8
Rhode Island 89, Vermont 66
Jan. 9
Rhode Island 83, Vermont 75
Maine 77, Bates 58
Maine Fresh 72, UMP 49
NEXT WEEK: WEEK OF JAN. 14
Jan. 16
Maine at Colby
Maine Frosh vs. Colby Frosh at
Waterville
New Ilamshire at Rhode Island
Basketball action in last week-end's game in which the Maine
yearlings whipped UNIP 72-49.
Page Toelye THE MAINE CAMPUS Orono. Maine, Januar. 14, 1960
The Winter Carnhal Committee prepares for the big ueekend of
mince includes, seated, left to right: Jane Chiarini. Betty Colley,
Libby, Jo Goode. and Lin Billings. Standing, Pete Gammons, Dave
geon. and Pete Henderson.
February 19, 20. and 21. The corn.
Jean MeNeary, Sandra Page, Larry
Smith, Harold Woodbury, Dick Stur•
Photo by Crairshaw
One of the features of the 1961
Prism still be a 45 rpm. phono-
graph record inside the cover.
The record will feature a resume
of the year's events. plus actual
recordings of some of these
eyents.
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPO1 70 RELAX"
SAT. THRI TI ES.
in
Cinemascope
and
Technicolor
"BELOVED INFIDEL"
GREGORY PECK
DEBORAH KERR
Coming Soon
"THE BIG FISHERMAN"
Any junior interested in being
on this record may still try out.
Those interested are asked to
contact Mary Irving, 208 North
Estabrooke. before Friday. Jan-
uary 22. 1960.
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STARTS FRIDAY
THE MIRACLE"
Technicolor
Technirama
CARROLL BAKER
ROGER MOORE
and
WALTER SLEZAK
TIES., WED.. THURS.
"HOUSE OF SEVEN
HAWKS"
Starring
ROBERT TAYLOR
"Whittcats.rs nrs
"Whet would my Prat assignment be?"
, A DOOR IS OPEN AT ALLIED CHEMICAL...
AND THIS MAN CAN GIVE YOU THE FACTS
You'll want to note the date below. Our Interviewer will be on your
campus then, ready to answer your questions about a career in the
chemical industry. .. and to point out the advantages of pursuing
that career at Allied.
You'll find it wot th your while to get the facts about a company that
has twelve research laboratories and development centers, over
one hundred planks, and a nationwide network of sales offices. It's
worth !earning alt you can about a company that makes over three
thousand different products—chemicals, plastics, fibers—with new
ones coming along every year.
Come prepage6 to ask our interviewer what you want to know: What
kirlds of jco3F.7 Which prilducts? What opportunit!es for advance-
ment? Which :ct.-ation?
'.70P. THE C.ARCER FACTS YOU NET.EU
S!GN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW!
BASIC TO
AMERICA'S
PROGRESS
t
h
ed
emical
6, BROADY/AY. NEW YORK 6, IN Y
DIVtitIONS: HARRETT • GENERAL CHEMICAL . NATIONAL 45.11.156 • NI-MOGEN •
PLASTiSli 4141, COAL CHEMICAL& • SEMET.SC•t VAT • SOLVAY PROCESS • INTERNATIONAL
ALLIED CHEMICAL CAMPUS INTERVIEWS. . . .
A filturn for: Ch,3mists, Chemistry Majors. Engineers (Chemical. M chanical, Electrical)
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